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THE NEILLS & THE AMERICAN C IVIL WAR
(1861 - 1865)

By the start of the American Civil War,
William and Henry Neill had started to build
(c.1828-1906)
(1830-1921)
(1824-1913)
a successful business as cotton merchants
Harold Henry = Louisa Buchanan HOLTON
Charlotte Augusta EDINGS
and, in particular, as commentators on the
(1859-1945)
(1864-1942)
(1860-1962)
US cotton trade to British interests.
Eileen Buchanan Njal = Alfred John MICHELL-CLARKE
Rolf Mayne
The war meant that almost no
(1892-1942)
(1895-1980)
(1898-1917)
American cotton reached Britain for more
Fiona Louise Neill = James POWELL
than four years. This caused famine in
(1920-2007)
(1916-2007)
Lancashire and a furious debate throughout
Katherine Maynard SAYCE = James
Michael Neill = Lisa BELLAMY
Britain. It also destroyed the business of the
(1949(1949(1954(1961Neill
brothers
while,
paradoxically,
Thomas Powell BELLAMY
Laurie Bellamy POWELL
enhancing their reputation as experts.
(1992(1997But that was not all. Henry Neill had two American fathers-in-law, old friends and married to
two sisters, both involved in undercover activity during the war. Unfortunately for the family, they
were active on behalf of different sides.
This paper covers both the effects of the Civil War on the British cotton industry, as seen
through the eyes of the Neill brothers, and some of the shenanigans in which they became
Susan Mary ABBOTT = William Mayne NEILL

Henry Montgomery NEILL

Dramatis Personae
William and Henry Neill were born in Belfast in 1824 and 1828 respectively, so were
approximately 37 and 33 when the Civil War started. They were the sons of Robert Neill, a jeweller
and silversmith of Belfast, and his wife Letitia. They had seven siblings, four of whom settled in
America (as did Henry, but not William) and were already there when the war started.
Robert Neill was a political activist and a fervent abolitionist.
-slavery
man, and numbered amongst his American friends, William Lloyd Garrison, Henry C Wright, and
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His children inherited his commitment to the
cause, and there was no doubting their loyalties when the war broke out.
Henry Neill appears to have emigrated to America in 1847. William joined him in late 1854,
which is also the year of the first mention of Neill Brothers & Co in Britain. An American company
of the same name was established soon afterwards. For more than six years, until his return to Britain
Henry lived in Mobile, AL, and
ran the office there and in New Orleans. They traded cotton, and also established a regular cotton
circular, which was sold to a list of subscribers in Britain, advising the cotton trade there on the size
of the American crop, shipments and prices.
Alexander Hamilton Schultz was born in 1804 in New York state.
home and went to reside in Utica, and hence moved to Rochester and subsequently to Buffalo. He
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was first engaged in the stage passenger business and then became interested in canal packet boats.
For fifteen years he was a captain of a steamboat plying between New Brunswick, Amboy and [New
2
He was also deeply involved in New York politics, serving as an Alderman for several years
and narrowly failing to become a Marshal of the city.
Through politics, Schultz met William Henry Seward,
the governor of New York state (1839-42), senator for New
York (1849-61), the front-runner for the Republican presidential
nomination in 1860, when he lost unexpectedly to Abraham
throughout the Civil War. One newspaper described Alexander
2
of Seward. Another
hand of the Secretary of State (Mr Seward)
in this city [New York] is Captain A H Schultz... The captain is
considered one of the shrewdest men in this state, equally smart
3

William Seward

In January 1860, Seward appointed Schultz to be Harbour
Master of Fishkill,4 a small port on the Hudson River, upstream from New York, which was his
occupation at the outset of the Civil War. He and his family lived at Matteawan, near Fishkill
Landing.
Daniel C Lowber was born in New York in about 1810 and met Alexander Schultz in about
1829. He
, who from a newsboy on one of his boats made
5
him clerk and set him up in business. The two men became firm friends and married sisters:
Margaret (Schultz) and Mary (Lowber) Evans, the daughters of Welsh immigrants. The connection
became closer still when the Lowbers adopted Catherine (Kate), the illegitimate daughter of a
brother of Alexander Schultz. Lowber left New York in about 1840. He lived first in Mobile, AL,6
and then moved to Mandeville on Lake Pontchartrain, near New Orleans, where he was in business
when the Civil War started.
, Mary Lowber Schultz, was named in honour of Lowber and his
wife. She visited the Lowbers in New Orleans in 1850,7 aged about 15, and in 1856 she and her
uncle travelled together to Britain. 8 Despite describing
,9 Mary later betrayed Daniel Lowber to the Union authorities.
The Neill connection with the Schultz/Lowber families started when Henry Neill married
s adopted daughter, Kate, almost certainly in the early to mid 1850s. They
lived in Mobile, which is probably where they met, where
Kate produced two sons before dying there on 12 June 1859,
at the age of 27.10 It was presumably through his marriage that
Henry, and later William, met the Schultzes. Mary Lowber
Schultz became housekeeper to the unmarried William when
he lived in New York, and William was a frequent visitor to
the Schultz family home in Fishkill.11
Indeed, it seems as though William may have had his eye on Mary as a possible wife,
immediately before he met and married Susan Abbott in a whirlwind courtship towards the end of
1858.11 Five years later, in the middle of the Civil War, it was Henry who married Mary, as his
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second wife. Both Daniel Lowber and Alexander Schultz were now his fathers-in-law. At that point,
the convoluted relationships of Schultz, Lowber, Evans and Neill looked like this:
David EVANS = Ellen

Daniel C LOWBER = Mary

Lucas SCHULTZ = Eleanor KNICKERBOCKER

Margaret = Alexander H SCHULTZ

William Tell ~ Violetta LYNCH

Catherine SCHULTZ (LOWBER) = Henry M NEILL = Mary L SCHULTZ

The start of the Civil War
Abraham Lincoln was elected President on 6 November 1860. Before he was even sworn in (4
March 1861), seven states, led by South Carolina, had declared their secession from the Union.
They established a Southern government, the Confederate States of America, on 4 February, and
took control of federal forts and other properties within their boundaries.
Alexander Schultz similarly wasted no
time. In January 1861, also before the
inauguration and probably after private
discussions with William Seward, appointed but
not yet in office, he procured a steamer and
offered his services to the military command in
Washington for the purpose of reinforcing the
Union garrison at Fort Sumter, isolated at the
heart of the Confederacy in the harbour of
Charleston, SC. The correspondence (4 January
1861) makes it clear that this was to be a
Fort Sumter
clandestine operation:
...
and together we visited Mr M O Roberts. The latter looks exclusively to the dollars,
whilst Mr S is acting for the good of his country... After a long conversation, I became
satisfied that the movement could be made with his
vessel, the Star of the
West, without exciting suspicion... She is running on the New Orleans route, and will
clear for that port; but no notice will be put in the papers, and persons seeing the ship
moving from the dock will suppose she is on her regular trip. Major Eaton... will see Mr
Roberts, hand him a list of the supplies with the places where they may be procured,
and the purchases will be made on the ships account. In this way no public machinery
will be used.
To300 stand of arms and ammunition on the wharf, and 200 men ready to march on board
-tugs about nightfall to morrow, to go to the steamer, passing very
slowly down the bay. I shall cut off all communication between the island and the cities
until Tuesday morning, when I expect the steamer will be safely moored at Fort Sumter.
12
L THOMAS, Assistant Adjutant-
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The resupplying of Fort Sumter was regarded as an act of belligerence in the South and
hastened the onset of the war. The respite for the fort itself was short-lived. Three months later, on
12-13 April 1861, it was captured by the Confederacy in the first military action of the Civil War.
But Alexander Schultz had proved his loyalty and his enterprise (if he needed to), and with William
Seward now ensconced as Secretary of State, the Federal Government had other uses for him.
2

There is traceable evidence of Schultz acting as a courier
for Seward on three occasions. However, it seems probable that he would have been more than a
runner. There was enormous diplomatic and espionage activity in Europe, and especially in Britain,
by both sides throughout the Civil War. Seward controlled all the appointments on the Union side
and there is ample evidence that, wherever possible, he chose his long time political friends and
allies for key posts, most of them from the radical wing of the Republican Party, those most
opposed to slavery. Schultz fell into this category and, nearing 60 when the war started and with
plenty of political experience, he is unlikely to have been employed only as a messenger boy.
On 6 May 1861, Schultz arrived in Liverpool from New York
on the SS Persia.13 His mission is unknown but,
Minister to Britain, Charles Francis Adams, took up his position in
London
probably related. Having
returned to America, Schultz was ordered back to Britain on 17
August 1861:
SIR: With the dispatches herewith intrusted to you
you will proceed to London by the Cunard steamer which
will start from Boston on Wednesday next. On arriving at
London you will deliver the dispatches for Mr Adams to him
and as soon as convenient you will proceed to Paris and
deliver to Mr Dayton [US Minister to France] those
addressed to him also. You will remain in Paris for any
dispatches which Mr. Dayton may have to send by you and
Charles Adams
you will return by the way of London for any which Mr
Adams may have. You will exercise all practicable dilligence in the discharge of this
duty for which you will be allowed a compensation at the rate of $6 a day and your
necessary traveling expenses of which you will keep an account, to be supported by
vouchers in every instance where they can be obtained. The sum of $400 is now
advanced to you on account of your expenses.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD 9
The despatches in question contained the accusation that the British Consul in Charleston,
Robert Bunch, was
,
that he be removed from his post (a demand which Earl Russell, the Foreign Secretary, declined).
This proved to be a tumultuous voyage for Alexander Schultz. He was lucky to return from it.
At the end of his visit, he left Liverpool for New York
SS Great Eastern
Great Eastern became unmanageable in a gale, by the breaking of the
rudder-pin... and after a week of indescribable distress and confusion, this wild Leviathan of the
ocean was, by the assistance of some skillful American passengers, conducted back to the city of
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Cork. The passengers referred to are
Capt. A H Schultz, of NY, who did the
duties of First officer of the ship, and
Hamilton E Towle, Esq, of Boston,
14

SS Great Eastern

However disturbing this must
have been for Schultz, it was possibly
less disturbing than the events that
unfolded at his own home in Fishkill on
20 August 1861, the day before he left
Boston on his mission.

The case of Daniel C Lowber
Whatever Daniel
and, during the Civil War, his
brother was a Captain in the US Revenue service, so the family were not all secessionists twenty
years in Mobile and New Orleans had hardened him into an uncompromising Southerner. As
William Neill later explained in a letter to William Seward: [Lowber] talked very freely, defending
most entire
9

In July 1861, Daniel Lowber sailed from New York to Liverpool, apparently as a courier for
the Confederacy. On his return in August, he was followed by the New York police, arrested as a
spy at Crestline, OH, on 23 August, and imprisoned in Fort Lafayette. Superintendent John
Kennedy of the New York police later set out the main facts of the case as follows:
left New Orleans for Europe, by way
of the West and New York, and timed his arrival here [New York] so as to reach the
Steamer for Liverpool on the morning of her sailing, about the 9 th of July: a friend
having secured his passage, under an assumed name. After his departure information was
received, that he had avowed himself as in sympathy with the Rebellion, had given out
intimations that he was the bearer of important papers in the interest of the Rebels.
Information was also received that while absent, he visited the leading secessionists in
England; but on the appearance of making arrangements with commercial houses there
to open direct trade to New Orleans so soon as Southern Independence would be
acknowledged. Meanwhile I was advised that Lowber had taken passage on a certain
steamer for New York, direct; and that he would bear despatches from the Rebel agents
abroad to their principals at home. While engaged in watching for the arrival of the
steamer indicated, on August 21st, I received information by telegraph that he was then
at the house of a relative, near Fishkill NY.
Officers were immediately despatched to that locality for his arrest; but
confederates apprised him of their approach, on apprehending he was pursued, he took
alarm and fled by private conveyance across the country to the Harlem Rail Road, and
so effected his escape for the time. Before leaving the house he was at, he burnt and
destroyed several packages in large envellopes, supposed to contain whatever of value
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had been entrusted to him. Officers were sent out in every direction, and he was
intercepted at Crestline, Ohio.
It is proper to explain that after having secured
passage on the New York steamer from Liverpool, he
changed it to a Quebeck steamer, too late for me to
be made aware of it in time. But after thus escaping
the probability of arrest, he was fool hardy enough to
make a family visit within my reach, when escape
South was open to him, had he continued directly
through the Western States, instead of making a
detour down the Hudson River. 15
This account and others make it clear that the Union
authorities were told
in three
separate contexts: information was received from America
soon after Lowber had sailed, from Britain while he was
visiting there, and from America again upon his return. He
was a well-watched man. (Throughout this piece, it is
Superintendent John Kennedy
important to bear in mind the slowness of transatlantic
communication. The telephone did not exist. A telegraph cable was laid in August 1858, but broke a
month later. Its replacement was not in operation until soon after the Civil War ended. Until that
time, all communication to and from Britain was by boat and took about a fortnight to arrive. To
write a letter and receive a reply took a month.)
The information laid in America originated from family members sympathetic to the Union,
and possibly from different family members, not necessarily working in concert. Much of it was
passed on through third parties. To complicate matters further, some of the information was given
directly to the NYPD, but much of it to William Seward at the State Department, who then told
the NYPD what it needed to know without identifying his sources. Amongst those communicating
directly with Seward were Geo H Ball, N A Adams and E S James (a nephew of Alexander Schultz).
And also Mary Schultz herself.9
It was Mary who provided the crucial information that Lowber had changed ships, come
overland from Quebec and was now at Fishkill.9 Without that knowledge, he would not have been
arrested. Not wanting to betray her uncle directly, she appears to have passed the information to
her cousin, E S James, and he forwarded it to William Seward, who took the necessary action. It
seems that Mary hoped to salve both political and personal conscie
seized without Lowber himself being arrested. If so, that was a naïve hope.
and before she knew of it, Mary wrote a long letter to William
Seward, giving further details of the incident. Some aspects of that letter are of particular interest.
My uncle, D C Lowber, of New Orleans, passed through New York en route for
Liverpool about the 1st of August [clearly an error for 1 July] as bearer of dispatches
from the Confederate States to France and England. A day or two before my father left
for Liverpool I was shown a letter from Mr. Lowber in which he said, "I have succeeded
in getting a big thing for the Confederate States of America from some moneyed men in
England". As my father had only a few hours at home I did not trouble him about it, but
arranged that he (uncle) should be searched immediately on his arrival by steamer
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Edinburgh. This was checked by his coming through by way of Quebec and reaching
9

To whom did Daniel Lowber write the letter with that claim, and why? The phrasing suggests
that it was neither to Mary nor to Alexander Schultz, but it must surely have been to some close
friend or family member. The Schultzes and their circle were all staunchly pro-Union, so why
would Lowber have given this information to any of them? And are we really to believe that Mary
acted entirely upon her own initiative
England? She had seen
later mentioned. Besides which, the household
early July that he was bearing Confederate despatches to Europe.
relationship with Lowber an
discuss the matter with him before his departure.
It seems far more likely that Alexander Schultz devised a strategy, in which his daughter was
complicit, to have Lowber s despatches seized by the Union, without the Schultz family appearing
to have had anything to do with it. It also seems more than likely that it was Alexander Schultz who
ing Lowber to be watched
closely in Britain.
in England and made proposals for a loan upon
sugar and cotton, chiefly upon cotton, and
received from some of them proposals in return.
Others were to follow by mail. His English
letters would be addressed care of A H Schultz...
Wherever they came they were to be seen,
opened, memoranda taken of them and copies
made and sent to Henry Neill, Galt House,
Galt House, Louisville
Louisville, or inclosed to editor of Louisville
Courier, to be kept until called for by Henry Neill under which name my uncle will
travel. 9
Lowber would have been insane to have arranged for Confederate mail to be sent to Schultz,
with a request for it to be opened and copied. So either he was as innocent as he later claimed, or he
was playing the innocent by ensuring that any letters addressed care of A H Schultz were of a
personal nature, and nothing to do with Confederate business. But what about the use of Henry
-in-law. Did he know that his father-in-law had borrowed his name
for what were, on the face of it, treasonable purposes? According to another letter in the archive:
[Lowber] left this country under an assumed name and may possibly return under the same
appellation. 9 So did he travel to and from England under
Superintendent
9
Kennedy
-inat
Fishkill, so perhaps he did. Instead ... of coming home in the Edinburgh, as he had apprised his
friends, and the police expected, he changed his course, took passage by the Bohemian, and landed
9
I have not been able to trace the passenger list for the Bohemian on that voyage. It
would be interesting to know if Henry
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It is possible that Henry Neill was in New York, or even at Fishkill, during the time of these
events. Neill Brothers issued one of their cotton circulars from Manchester on 21 August, and
another from New York on 28 August (and again on 10 September). William probably wrote the
Manchester circular. Who wrote the circulars from New York? Not William, clearly: he was
demonstrably in England. They might have been written by someone else
York office, probably Chas M Todd in that case. But they could have been written by Henry
himself. Passenger lists to and from America incomplete at the best of times are especially so
during the Civil War, so the point cannot be proven.
It is possible that Lowber was on an innocent business trip, as he claimed after his arrest. It is
possible that he bragged about his importance to the Confederacy to impress his relatives. William
Neill certainly thought Lowber a braggart
with the Confederate Government, for if he had I felt certain he would have been proud of it and
9
But
Lowber did brag about his mission to many people, just not to William Neill whom he knew to be
a hardline Union sympathiser, and may have suspected of being a Union informant in Britain.
The case for the prosecution seems much the more convincing.
The State Department thought it necessary for Lowber to be followed
constantly in Britain, while
visited the leading secessionists . His
travel arrangements were relayed swiftly to William Seward.
eight letters, addressed to [Pierre] Soulé and other prominent
9
Southerners, were taken from him and forwarded to Mr
Mary
mislaid a letter addressed to Jefferson Davis, President of the
Confederacy, sounds entirely convincing.
Perhaps the most telling facts, as they were also for the New York
Pierre Soulé
police, are that Lowber travelled under a false name to and from England,
and that he twice concealed his travel plans, going to the trouble of entering the US overland from
Canada. After visiting Fishkill, he went to great lengths (not recorded in full here) to evade arrest.
In theory, it was perfectly legal at the time for a Southern civilian to travel in the North, and
to embark for Britain from a Northern port. Daniel Lowber had no apparent need for subterfuge had
he been innocent. He might have fe
habeas corpus could be
applied to him, even on a blameless mission. More probably, the fact that he employed such an
elaborate deception was because he did have something to hide, but
when it came to the
Schultzes managed to convince himself that blood would prove thicker than water. That was a
bad miscalculation.

For the next two months or so, the women in the Schultz
household at Fishkill would have had to deal with the
consequences, given Alexander
in Britain. Possibly it
fell to Margaret Schultz to tell her sister, Mary Lowber, that her
that away.

Fishkill Landing
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Mary Schultz seems to have suffered agonies of guilt over her role in proceedings, prompting
another flurry of correspondence to Seward. In a postscript to her letter to him of 24 August, she
For the purpose of keeping this secret from my family I have written from Mrs Beecher's at
Peekskill. Should there be any reply or questions to be asked if you address to Peekskill in cover to
9
(Henry Ward Beecher was a great deal older than
The involvement of the Beechers again suggests the hand of
Alexander Schultz.) In the same letter, unaware that Lowber has now
be arrested as
than have my family know that I
Mary considers (and possibly makes) an impromptu journey to
Washington to see Seward
In
late September, Lowber (imprisoned in Fort Lafayette in New York
harbour) writes to Seward, seeking permission for Mary to visit him.
Permission is refused. In late October, Lowber attempts to escape:
PUTTING TO SEA IN A WASH-TUB. Between one
Henry Ward Beecher
or 27 October],
as a sentinel, in the darkness and storm, was pacing his lonely rounds outside the walls
of Fort Lafayette, he heard the shutter of a casement unfastening, and, upon cautious
examination, discovered that casement No 5 had been opened. Soon after a rope was
thrown out, various articles lowered in succession, followed by a man... The man proved
to be ... Lowber, the rebel bearer of despatches.
The sentry, upon seizing his prisoner, found that he had lowered a large new wash
tub, a life preserver, and his valise the latter packed full of valuables. Lowber begged
hard to be permitted to ascend the rope again into his apartment and attempted to bribe
his captor, by the offer of his gold watch and 47 dols. and 50 cents in gold coins...
Instead, the sentry marched his prisoner into the fort and aroused the officer of the
guard.
Mr
Lowber
occupied
Casemate No 5, in company with
fifteen others, only six of whom ...
were aware of the premeditated
escape... Lowber states that the
gold was brought to him ... by the
wife of one of the prisoners; but
how he came possessed of the
wash-tub, the rope, and the lifepreserver, is a mystery. The key
Fort Lafayette
with which the prisoner unlocked
the padlock of the casement shutter, he says he made himself.
It is supposed that he intended to place his valise in the tub, and, supported by his
life-preserver, to have pushed off from the fort with his novel craft, either for the shore
or for some vessel in the vicinity. It seems probable that an arrangement had been made
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to board a vessel, as three were hovering about in suspicious proximity

one of which, a

16

When Lowber was arrested on 23 August, someone (in fact, several people) would have
wanted to tell Alexander Schultz as soon as possible, and someone did tell him. Whether that was
his daughter Mary, or his wife Margaret, or another family member, or Seward himself, we do not
know. The probable earliest date a letter could have caught a steamer from New York with the news
was 25 August, meaning it would not reach Britain until around 8 September. On 10 September,
Schultz left Liverpool on his ill-fated voyage on the Great Eastern.
William Neill later wrote to Seward
iverpool from
9
William does not say so, but this must have been on, or shortly before, the day of
Government, was in contact with William Neill during his voyage. It raises other interesting
possibilities. How did whoever wrote to Schultz know where to reach him? The timing of his
itinerary, and the date of his return, were unknown when he left. Even Seward would not have
known how to reach him with certainty.
There seem to be two possibilities. During the Civil War, t
was Thomas Haines Dudley, but he did not take up his post until 19 November 1861. Until then,
Henry Wilding was the acting consul, and it must have been he who arranged for the surveillance of
Lowber. It seems inconceivable that Schultz would not have met Wilding, both on arrival and on
departure. If Seward wrote to Schultz, he would surely have written to him care of the consulate.
t have done the same, but they might equally have written care of William
Neill, who maintained offices in Manchester and who lived nearby. Or, indeed, care of Henry Neill.
Either way, Alexander and William received the news at more or less the same time and, as
they had a detailed discussion on the subject. Schultz would have been
interested in William account, because William had spent some time with Lowber on his voyage,
both at a Neill home in Ireland, where Lowber visited his grandchildren,
and on a
journey to Glasgow.
Whatever Lowber had or had not done, Schultz must have known that he would be returning
to an extremely awkward family situation, and that pressure would be applied on him to secure
Lowber
A few weeks after his eventual return following the Great Eastern escapade, which
was probably in early to mid October, three letters were written to Seward
release on health grounds.9 The first was from Mary Schultz. The second was from Chas M Todd,
an employee of Neill Brothers who had frequently seen Lowber in New Orleans. The third was
from William Neill himself, who had arrived in America in late October and may well have been
staying with the Schultzes. I suspect that all these letters were choreographed by Alexander and
Margaret Schultz. I also suspect that
telling a direct lie, but that he did not necessarily believe everything he wrote.
Mary Schultz and Todd both tried to convince Seward that Lowber was an abolitionist,
against secession and loyal to the Union. (Significantly, both letters only adduce evidence for this
that pre-dates the onset of war. Many Southerners were anti-secessionist until secession actually
took place, and Lowber might have been amongst them. However, it is most unlikely that he was
The tenor of Mary Schultz
contradicted the sense of what she had written to Seward a few weeks earlier. This was patently
absurd and lacking any credibility. Even Lowber did not disguise his current opinions. In a letter to
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Thurlow Weed (a former adviser to Seward and now, like Schultz, a special envoy to Europe),
written a few days earlier in the hope that Weed would intercede on his behalf, Lowber was
unrepentant in his support for the Confederacy.9
William Neill subtly distances himself from proceedings. He makes it clear that he is writing
, and not out of any personal enthusiasm for
the task. He gives a full account of his conversations with Lowber in Britain, and confirms that
Lowber is both pro-slavery and pro-secession. He then repeats what he told Alexander Schultz in
Liverpool: that, despite all this, he does not believe Lowber to have been a Confederate agent.
There is one statement that is common to all three letters and, in view of later events, it
deserves emphasis.
st winter interfered
effectually with the vigilance committee of New Orleans in behalf of my brother [Henry] who had
been proscribed by them as an abolitionist and but for Mr Lowber's advocacy he would probably
have been notified to leave the State to the destruction of an extensive and valuable business. Such
acts on behalf of men with Northern ideas ought surely to be considered unless there is something
serious against him of which I know nothing.
All these pleas fell on deaf ears,
perhaps not aided by
escape a week or two earlier. Lowber was
then transferred to Fort Warren, in Boston
harbour. Another inmate of Fort Warren
when he arrived was Pierre Soulé, a lawyer
and politician from New Orleans. Lowber
had been carrying a letter to Soulé when he
Fort Warren
was arrested, written by Judge Pierre Rost,
one of the Confederate Commissioners to Europe. After a short pause, Lowber renewed the
agitation for his release. On 30 December, he appealed directly to Abraham Lincoln:
he 23rd of August, and by order of the Secretary of State
was committed to Fort Lafayette and thence transferred to this place. Over four months
have now elapsed and I have heard of no charges against me, but I presume I am
detained as a citizen of Louisiana. As it is not probable I shall ever be brought to trial
and the further imprisonment of a humble private individual like myself can be of no
benefit to the United States Government I respectfully ask permission and a passport to
embark for England under a pledge that I will not return to America until the present
disturbances are over, nor aid, comfort or hold correspondence with any person in the
seceded States. 9
On the same day, Lowber wrote a private letter to Alexander (Hamilton) Schultz. This letter
has several interesting aspects, not least in revealing that Lowber now has a good idea of how he
was betrayed. It is also rather beautiful.
are falleting and battening on this unholy war, I stoop to ask a favor of a political
enemy, personal friend though he be. I have now been imprisoned so long that it is
absolutely necessary on account of my business affairs that I should go to England
before I return home. [I will need a] passport to embark on the steamer that leaves
Boston on the 8th. If it is obtained you must also pay my passage on sea as I am entirely
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out of money. In Liverpool I can obtain what further funds I need. I would prefer that
this application should not be mentioned, even in the family, as some of the family are
in such intimate companionship with J A Kennedy [NYPD Superintendent] that the first
thing we will know will be an account of it in the Tribune, and for a humble private
individual my name has been in the papers as often as I care to have it. It is well that you
and I have not corresponded since your return from England. The bitter thoughts that
this war has created in my heart would have found utterance in bitter words, and the
corner stone of something more than an apparent estrangement might have been laid.
As it is, the same old love that has filled my heart for you and yours for the last thirtytwo years still wells up in it with undiminished force. 9
This letter, or perhaps the prospect of having Lowber out of the country indefinitely, did the
trick. Lowber was released on 10 January 1862.
office
instructed that he be allowed to board a vessel for England without one. Prior to release, he was
required to provide this signed statement:
solemnly swear that I will leave the United States within the period of fifteen days from this date
and go directly to the Kingdom of Great Britain; that I will remain in that Kingdom until the
cessation of the present hostilities between the Government of the United States and the persons in
9

Before concluding this episode, there is one other intriguing matter to report. As already
described, William Neill came out to America in late October 1861 and, on 9 November, wrote to
German, naturalised British, domiciled American, and very likely a Union spy) wrote to Fred Seward
as follows:
highly valued friend of mine, William M Neill, esq, from
England, and I have herewith the honor of introducing him
to you. Mr Neill has resided for a considerable time in New
York, where his sympathies with liberal ideas and with
intellectual and artistic interests have endeared him to a wide
circle including some of our most distinguished citizens.
Mr Neill who holds a high position in the commercial
world as the chief partner of a cotton exporting firm is now
again in this country particularly for the purpose of studying
the nature of our present contest in its bearings upon the
cotton interests of Great Britain. Mr Neill visits Washington
Fred Seward
for a short time in the pursuit of these investigations and also
in that of matters of a more private character. I beg to state that I have known Mr Neill
for a considerable time and that any statement of his is entitled to the most implicit faith
9

This, as it states, is a letter of introduction. It is not known whether William did meet Fred
was pursuing. They might have concerned Daniel Lowber, or Henry and his
complicated marital life. They might also have concerned Confederate activity in Liverpool, which
William would have been well placed to observe.
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The start of the Civil War and the British cotton trade
Whatever personal embarrassments were caused to Henry and William Neill in the early
months of the Civil War, they were as nothing compared to their business problems. Their trade
(and the British cotton industry) was entirely dependent on cotton imported from the Confederate
states.
To quantify the scale of the problem, in 1860 the year before the Civil War started Britain
imported 630 million kilos of cotton, 80% of it from the southern United States.17 This was more
than double the figure for ten years earlier, which reflects the rapid growth and success of British
cotton mills in the Industrial Revolution. Some of the imports were re-exported to Europe, but
British raw cotton consumption was still 492 million kilos in 1860. The figure held up reasonably
well in 1861 (457 million kilos), but in 1862, as a direct consequence of the Civil War, it
plummeted to 205 million kilos.18 More than half the British cotton industry was wiped out in a
single year an industry that had employed nearly half a million people.
The cotton circular produced by the Neill brothers was one of the few regular British reports
on the market, and the only one to benefit from direct first hand knowledge of America. Because of
this, and because of the urgency of the issue, their circulars were reported in detail in most major
newspapers, especially in northern England. These reports have survived, even though the circulars
appear not to have done. Collectively they provide a unique narrative on the progress of the Civil
War and its impact on the cotton trade. When the war started, the circulars were produced
quarterly. During the war, they were issued as and when there was a need. From September 1864,
they were issued monthly. During the four years of the war, detailed extracts from 27 Neill Brothers
circulars have been traced. I think it is a correct assumption, albeit unproven, that William mostly
wrote those aspects of the circulars that dealt with general political and economic issues, while
Henry mostly wrote those that dealt with details of the cotton crop and its shipments (or lack of
them).
The Civil War started slowly and the realisation of its likely impact on Britain also dawned
slowly. In fact, until well into 1862, there is little to show that the cotton trade was overly
concerned by the
in April 1861 that the
Union navy would blockade southern ports and prevent any ship (or cotton) from leaving them did
little to dent the complacency. The Confederacy might have no navy of its own, but it had more
than 3,500 miles of coastline for the Union to attempt to seal.
A number of other factors contributed to this attitude. Cotton was harvested primarily in
November and December, whereupon it was shipped to market over the following months. Almost
all shipments of the 1860 crop to Britain had already taken place when the war started, so there
would be few fresh supplies for at least six months in any case. Because the 1859 and 1860 crops
had been especially high, there was a large stock of raw cotton in British warehouses when the war
started enough for more than 6
And nobody in Britain could see the war lasting that long. It seems to be a constant trait of
history that people universally expect wars to end in a fraction of the time that it actually takes.
There was no such unanimity about how it would end. Many held that the Union had such
superiority in men, armaments and money that it would inevitably crush the Confederacy. Others
held that the war would prove so financially draining to the North, and its electorate so resistant to
the higher taxes thus required, that the Union would be forced to negotiate a peace settlement and
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acquiesce in the secession. What everyone could agree on was that, whichever of these two things
happened, it would happen quickly.
The Neill brothers were uniquely placed to dispel this complacency. British opinion was based
on a rational appreciation of the facts. But wars are not rational affairs and, even if they start in that
way, they seldom continue in it. Henry had spent most of the previous fourteen years living in the
southern states. He knew how southerners felt. William had spent most of the previous seven years
living in New York. He knew how northerners felt. Both understood the emotions of the situation,
and they both knew the utter intransigence of both viewpoints, irrespective of what common sense
might dictate.
Their circular of 21 August 1861 (the day that Alexander Schultz left Boston for Britain and
the day after Daniel Lowber arrived in Fishkill) attempted to alert the British cotton trade to reality:
With regard to the probable continuance of the war, we have merely to confirm
what we stated in our last. Many thought then that the North was not in earnest in the
war, and others that their immense preparations would ensure them an easy victory...
We beg to caution our friends against ... any hope of an early peace... Many lessons will
probably be necessary, and, meantime, any success the Northern troops may obtain will
again inflame the national vanity, and the lessons of adversity will need to be learned
over again... In the meantime the war must go on, as there is not the smallest chance of
19

A lengthy continuation of the war was not the only
alarm that needed to be raised. Before and during the war,
there was a conviction in the South that cotton was its
trump card. In the words of South Carolinian Senator
iring of a
gun, without drawing a sword, should they [the North]
make war upon us [the South], we could bring the whole
world to our feet. What would happen if no cotton was
furnished for three years?... England would topple headlong
and carry the whole civilized world with her. No, you dare
not make war on cotton! No power on earth dares make

James Henry Hammond

20

This viewpoint was not unreasonable. Indeed, it was shared by Alexander Schultz. In a
conversation with Fred Seward in June/July 1861, Schultz reportedly said:
You may tell your pap from me that the chances are nine in ten that we shall be
at war with England before the first day of February next
dollar bill that it is so... [England] will knock every blockading craft at Charleston into
kingdom come if the blockade is continued one hour beyond December next, or after
the new crop reaches those ports in quantities: 500 British merchant ships will come
over to convey that crop to England, and it will go forward in spite of any feeble
opposition the whole American navy could bring to oppose it. Great Britain will break
the blockade, get forward a million bales of cotton, and then explain afterwards. So,
3

Wherever Alexander Schultz had acquired this fierce conviction, it cannot have been from
William Neill. The Neills held the opposite opinion:
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interfere to obtain a supply of cotton. We confess to believing that our Government of
the present day has some respect for principle and the sentiment of the civilised world,
and that they will not go to war to obtain cotton. Even if principle had little weight with
them, it is questionable if it would be their interest to do so, for the loss of even the
reduced custom of the North, and the damage that Northern privateers could do to our
commerce all over the world; would probably be equal to the gain of having free access
to the cotton ports. It would, therefore, we think, not be wise for spinners to trust to the
21

Britain did not intervene.
. Schultz lost his bet
with Seward. There were two main reasons for this. Schultz alluded to one of them himself in the
same conversation, when he supposedly said
3
The British Government was
terrified that, if it appeared to give overt support to the Confederacy, the United States would seize
Canada in retribution. Whether it would have overcome this fear but for the second reason is a
moot point.
So confident had the Confederacy been that the need for cotton would force Britain and
other European nations to intervene in the war on its behalf, that, in the autumn of 1861 and several
months into the war, it had started to become alarmed that this had yet to happen. In order to
remind other countries how much they relied on cotton, the Confederate Government
abroad. The Confederate Congress authorized
the burning of thousands of bales of cotton at Southern ports. Each state passed laws to create a
cotton shortage. In 1862, Southerners witnessed the bizarre sight of cotton bales deliberately set on
22

There was now no point in Britain breaking the blockade and loading cotton from the southern
It was left to the Neill Brothers, in that same circular of 21 August 1861, to spell out the
consequences for the British cotton trade:
Strange and almost incredible as it may appear, it is nevertheless the fact that it is
the deliberate intention of the American Governments both North and South to seal
up the new cotton crop, so that not a bale of it (which they can prevent) shall leave the
plantations during the continuance of the war. The North believes that the need of
money will bring the South to terms; the South is just as firm in the faith that the need
of cotton will bring the North to terms, or lead the European Governments to interfere.
How long these efforts will be successful, it is impossible to say. No doubt some cotton
will reach the ports, creeks and bays along the coast ... and escape the blockade, in spite
of the vigilance of the whole United States fleet. But it is clear that any supply that can
thus reach us will be of very trifling importance. A week hence the time will have
arrived (1st September) when, under ordinary circumstances, the new shipping season
should commence. What we wish our friends to understand, and fully realise, is that
there is absolutely no prospect of its commencing then, or for months to come.
Ordinarily we view high prices of cotton as injurious to our customers and to the
trade, and we condemn speculation... But we now beg our friends to understand that the
only means of even slightly mitigating the fearful evils incident to a cotton famine, are a
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great and timely advance in price, which will prove to merchants and growers in India
and other distant countries, that the scarcity is a real one, and induce them to gather up
and ship cotton hither, rather than leave it to be manufactured by the natives of those
countries. Thus our distress may be mitigated the wheels of trade may be kept in
motion, even though at low speed
and partial employment may give food to
thousands who would otherwise be destitute. A national benefit would also be conferred
by all spinners who, by running their mills at half time, should reduce by so much their
consumption of cotton. If this were universally adopted, the present stock, instead of
being exhausted in December, would last till May. 19
By the time of the next major circular (26 October 1861), William Neill is in New York and
able to gauge matters at first hand. One has always to remember that William has been an ardent
abolitionist from the cradle. But he knows full well that a majority of Northerners, let alone
Southerners, do not share his views.
his is not a war to abolish slavery,
but to maintain the integrity of the country. The circulars, by their nature, are required to be
objective, and William finds this easier than one might suppose. One side supports freedom of life.
The other supports freedom of trade. William, as both an abolitionist and a classic Manchester
liberal, supports both. When he is forced to choose between the two, as now, he chooses human
freedom, but is still able to see the argument from both sides.
To anyone well informed as to the character, principles, objects, and intentions
of the great masses of the people North and South, it has, ever since April, when the
war was opened by the bombardment of Fort Sumter, been evident that it must be
fought out to the bitter end. Our circulars were called alarmist, and their views disputed.
But what do we now find?...
One section has gone to war for separate independence and the maintenance of
the system of slavery, with the right to its extension, and at the same time to establish
free trade and unrestricted commerce with all the world. The other party has gone to
war to preserve the unity and integrity of a great country, willing enough (except a
small portion) to tolerate slavery, but determined not to let it continue supreme in the
government as it has been of late, and not to let it aid the wealth and prosperity of the
South alone. And while they assume this ground, and expect in it the sympathy of the
anti-slavery and commercial nations of Europe, they adopt a narrow, prohibitive,
twenty years.
It is manifest that upon the union with the South the power of the North and its
commercial prosperity mainly depend. The cotton, rice, tobacco, and sugar crops of the
South are five-sixths of the whole exports of the country... Therefore the North cannot
give up the conflict till convinced of its utter hopelessness... The South is of course
impelled by similar motives, and, if conquered, all they have spent is lost; and moreover
they would be saddled with an enormous debt incurred for their own subjugation. It is
easy to see that, both in their views of human freedom and freedom of trade, the
differences of the North and South are radical and not to be reconciled...
Next comes the question of the ability of either section to maintain a protracted
contest. We have found no reason whatever to doubt this ability on either side... The
present sufferings of the South may be much the greater, but the North is laying up for
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herself a weight of debt and taxation which will spread the penalty over lengthened
years, and probably carry it down to generations yet unborn.
... We are forced into the conclusion that the war will be a long one to last for
23

William concludes this tour de force with a desperate plea for British merchants to seek any
and every other country in the world where cotton may be grown and to establish alternative
sources of supply with the utmost urgency.
The succeeding Neill Brothers circulars repeat the same points over and over again but, in
both political and commercial circles in Britain, few people take them seriously. The Times
newspaper is still expecting the war to end at any time. In March 1862,
the Foreign Secretary, Earl Russell, declares in the House of Lords that he
expects the termination of the war within 90 days. In consequence, the
Liverpool show that very mistaken notions prevail there as to the probable
receipts of cotton during the remainder of the present season. The
presumption appears to be that the bulk of the crop would be shipped.
19 December 1861, from William in New York.24) The circular of 15
March 1862 spells it out in figures. At that date a year earlier, 221 million
kilos of the 1860 crop were in Liverpool or on the water. In 1862, the figure is 36 million kilos for
the 1861 crop. And the shipping season is nearly over.25
By the time of the circular of 23 May 1862 (from Manchester), Neill Brothers were relieved to
know that their consistent prophecies on the duration of the war
gravity of the American civil war has come at last to be generally understood 26 However, the trade
still clung to the hope that the blockade would soon end, or be made ineffective, and that American
cotton would soon come again in quantity to Liverpool.
This illusion, and how William and Henry tried to combat it, will be discussed later.
However, in May 1862, the war intervened again in their personal lives.
Earl Russell

Liverpool and the Civil War
For the duration of the Civil War, Liverpool played as important a part in proceedings as any
American city.
The economies of the Confederate states were based entirely on agriculture. There was no
industry worth speaking of. Most manufactured goods had to be brought in and, before the war,
they mostly came from the Northern states. That source was now of course closed, so almost
everything except food needed to be imported. So confident had the South been in the power of
King Cotton to secure the favourable intervention of Britain and France, that despite the fact that
secession had been years in the consideration no concerted effort had been made to address the
rather fundamental issue of supply.
The Confederacy had no navy when the war started. At the time of secession, the US fleet (if
not all of its sailors) was entirely under Northern control. It also had few merchant ships, since these
were now mostly blockaded by the Union into their home ports. The Confederacy needed both:
warships to attack the North and its shipping, and merchant ships that could evade the blockade
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and run arms and other necessities into Southern ports. In Liverpool, the Confederacy sought and
found both.
Britain was officially neutral throughout the war, which did not stop both sides complaining
bitterly that the other side was favoured. One of the main protagonists, James Bulloch, set out his
understanding of what this neutrality meant in practice:
tish Government] would have no enlistment of her
serve either belligerent, nor any arming of ships within any portion of the British
dominions. Vessels-ofmovements, and they should not use British harbours as places of outfit and supply from
which they might issue to cruise against their enemy. But the British tradesman was to
be as little hampered as possible, and was to be left free to sell and deliver arms and
27
ammunition, and even ships suitable for warlike purposes
This was a contentious and partial
reading of what neutrality might be
thought to mean, especially with regard to
. However, it was an accurate
reading of the Foreign Enlistment Act of
1819, which was the only existing law by
which the Government could enforce
neutrality through the British courts. It
proved not to be enough. Fearful of failing
to carry a new law through Parliament on a
Liverpool in the Civil War
small majority, and having already lost a
significant court case on the issue
ignored
the law and relied on executive power to enforce its neutrality. This is not the place to review in
detail British (or French) government policy in the Civil War, other than to say that in spite of
furious assertions to the contrary by partial commentators in America, both at the time and since
both governments clearly went to enormous lengths to maintain their neutrality, and in fact further
lengths than their domestic laws allowed.
But the constant legal and practical confusion over what neutrality would be held to mean in
any given case created a climate of uncertainty in Britain (and France) which both protagonists did
their utmost to exploit.
The Confederacy needed to commission new warships, because the British Navy (except
once, unwittingly)
Liverpool. They were built on Merseyside and on the Clyde with their intended purpose and
ownership disguised. Cargo ships (mainly filled with munitions) were bought or chartered in
Liverpool and sailed from there, in an attempt to run the Union blockade of Southern ports. Usually
they carried papers that showed a neutral destination: Nassau, Bermuda or Havana.
Liverpool became a hotbed of surreptitious maritime activity. During the Civil War, roughly
1,300 attempts about 6 per week were made to beat the blockade, more than 1,000 of them
successful.28 Most of those attempts were made from Liverpool. The activity on both sides was
almost entirely clandestine. What Constantinople was in World War I, and Vienna at the end of
World War II, Liverpool was during this war: a seething nest of espionage.
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The naval representative of the Confederate States in Europe, James Dunwoody Bulloch (the
uncle of Theodore Roosevelt), was based in Liverpool. His principal task was to source warships for
the Confederacy. His army counterpart, Caleb Huse, sourced guns and ammunition. The
merchantmen that ran the blockade emanated from various sources. Many of them were the
property of British or American entrepreneurs, otherwise unconnected with the war. The potential
profits were huge. The cost of a ship could be covered by one successful run to the South and back.
In almost all of these activities, and in the vast array of concealed paperwork and financial
arrangements that underpinned them, could be found the sticky fingers of Fraser, Trenholm & Co.
This company was a partnership between John Fraser & Co of
Charleston and Trenholm Brothers of New York. Its interests were in banking
and shipping. Based in Liverpool, the company served throughout the Civil
War as the international banking arm of the Confederacy. (Later in the war,
George Trenholm served as Secretary of the Treasury in the Confederate
Government.) The Liverpool company, working in close tandem with James
Bulloch, financed all the warships purchased in Britain and many of the
blockade runners. Even where they did not finance the blockade runners, they
George Trenholm
were intimately concerned in their cargos.
On the other side of the ideological divide was Thomas Haines Dudley, the US consul in
Liverpool. He spied on Bulloch
reported its activities and the movements of
Confederate ships and suspected blockade runners back to William Seward in Washington. Via
Charles Adams, the US Minister in London, he produced swathes of evidence in his attempt
(ultimately successful) to convince the British Government that Bull
activities breached the
proclaimed neutrality. Dudley operated a substantial network of agents and informers.

James Dunwoody Bulloch

Thomas Haines Dudley

Bulloch and Dudley are two neglected giants of the Civil War, almost unknown in Britain,
despite the fact that both were based here throughout the war. Without Bulloch, who worked
tirelessly and with imagination under seemingly impossible constraints, the Confederacy could not
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have maintained its resistance for anything like the time it did. But if Dudley had not in the end
forced the British Government to prevent the so, as well as other warships, from
joining the Confederate Navy, the war would have lasted longer and its outcome might conceivably
have been different. (Dudley also had another claim to fame: as a power-broker at the 1860
Republican Convention in Chicago, he did more than
candidate in place of Seward.29)
The absence of opinion polls makes British public opinion during the Civil War impossible to
ascertain. However, and especially in its early stages
,
there was a widespread sympathy for the Confederacy, despite the near universal British opposition
to slavery. This sympathy was especially strong in the north-west, and especially within the cotton
trade, where merchants preferred the free trade nostrums of the South to the protectionism of the
North, and where decades of personal and commercial ties with the South had been built up. The
Confederate flag flew widely in Liverpool during the Civil War.
This is the background to the affair of the SS Cumbria. It was not hard to find people in
Liverpool willing to finance and equip the blockade runners, especially with the astronomical profits
to be made from a successful attempt. Nor was it hard to find people prepared to run supplies to the
Confederacy. The question now is whether Henry Neill, dedicated abolitionist, was one of them.
The affair of the SS Cumbria
As with the Daniel Lowber incident, only more so, swathes of mystery surround the affair of
the SS Cumbria (wrongly identified by some sources as the SS Cambria). What happened is clear.
Who was involved, and why, is not.
The story begins on 30 April 1862, when Thomas Dudley sent this report to William Seward:
In my dispatch, No. 56, I refer to the steamer Cumbria having arrived to load for
Leghorn [Livorno, Italy]. On Saturday last [26 April], in the latter part of the day, and
after her cargo was all on board ... she changed her destination from Leghorn to Nassau
[Bahamas], around 11 the same day, after the official hours for clearing had passed,
cleared at the custom-house for Nassau. She enters to load for Leghorn, takes all her
cargo for that port; after it is all on, enters for Nassau and clears on the same day, and
then sailed on Sunday morning. This was an artifice to escape notice. The way it was
managed, there could be no publication of her changing her destination until Monday,
and of her having cleared until Tuesday, two days after her sailing. Her destination is
one of the Southern ports, most probably Charleston. 30
The Cumbria was next reported off Queenstown (now Cobh), Ireland, where she took on
additional supplies and landed a sick man. 31 What happened afterwards, and how the vessel came to
be captured by the Union off Charleston late at night on 26 May, is related by an unnamed member
of her crew:
th
of May, after a voyage of storm and sunshine,
sufficiently severe to test the ship, and subsequently as pleasant as could be desired. We
found _____ there, and were only detained two days coaling. Finding New Orleans not
likely soon to be open, the captain proceeded to Charleston, and _____ preferred coming
on rather than be left there. [No fewer than nine blockade runners left Nassau on that
same day 23 May 1862.31] We arrived off Charleston on a fearful night of rain, wind
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and darkness, and were within three miles of the bar, and in 3½ fathoms water, at three
feared the vessel would go ashore, insisted
on hauling off till daylight, believing that in such weather the blockaders would be far
out to sea. Such did not prove to be the case.
When daylight appeared, and we were standing in again, we found three cruisers
just ahead of us, and several others in various directions. There was nothing for us but to
turn and run, which we did, and gave them a good chase of five hours; for the first three
hours we left them fast, and so full of hope were we that all was excitement, and we
(Monday 26th), it became evident he was gaining on us, and by ten they began to throw
shell. The first fell half a mile short, and we laughed at them; but in half an hour more
the shells began to fall about us and whistle over our heads, and it was manifest he was
gaining on us. We could see the muzzle of a big gun, and we could see another steamer
coming up behind him at a tearing rate; the
result was certain, and there seemed no use in
risking life and limb any longer, and the captain
very properly surrendered.
There was a strong breeze and a
tremendous sea running, and we had a ticklish
time in getting a boat alongside. They took us
all on board the steamer, which proved to be
the new gun-boat Huron. We were treated with
USS Huron
great politeness, and both ships headed for Port
Royal. After lying there thirty-six hours coaling, we were all returned to the Cumbria
32

In mid-June, two small pieces appeared in British newspapers, giving additional information
on the capture:
captured off Charleston, in an
attempt to run the blockade, was
the property of Messrs. Neill
Brothers, of Manchester and
New York. Mr. Henry Neill, brother of Mr. Neill, of Avenham Tower, Preston, who
33

to be either part owner or in some way interested in her cargo, was left aboard the
Relief, in which vessel he will soon sail for this port [not specified, but perhaps
34

Can this possibly be true? Was Henry Neill, supposedly a fervent abolitionist, running guns to
the Confederacy? Was Neill Brothers & Co, the highly respected authority on the cotton trade,
surreptitiously buying vessels for the arms trade?
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Only one assertion in these reports can be proved.
William Neill and his family were indeed living at the
time at Avenham Tower, Preston.35 The other assertions
can be neither proved nor disproved, but there is
circumstantial evidence.
The Cumbria was built by Thomas Toward in
Newcastle in 1854.28 She ran as a passenger steamer,
initially between Silloth (the port for Carlisle) and
Belfast, and later between Silloth and Liverpool. This
service was advertised regularly in the Carlisle Journal
Avenham Tower
and other local newspapers. Abundant British newspaper
reports state that this was the vessel seized at Charleston, and this is confirmed by the information
.31 Further corroboration is provided by the fact that advertisements for the passenger
service appeared weekly until 25 March 1862, then abruptly ceased.
At 25 March, the ship was owned by The Silloth
Bay Steam Navigation Company Ltd.36 At 27 April,
according to a reliable source, it was owned by Fraser,
Trenholm & Co.28 It is no surprise to see Fraser,
Trenholm listed as the new owners of the Cumbria, but
it proves little.
The true ownership of the blockade runners was
frequently disguised behind a paper facade of alleged
transactions. Other parties may have had a stake in the
vessel, or have chartered it for this specific voyage. Even
that the company would have owned all the cargo. Most blockade runners carried a mix of cargo,
with a mix of ownership. To understand what may have happened in this case, it is necessary to
know more about the Cumbria
A British newspaper reported as follows It appears that she was purchased or chartered by
some adventurous speculators... and was despatched with a daring captain and crew... engaged at
most tempting wages 37 (They certainly were tempting. The captain
38
if he succee
That is the equivalent of about £150,000 today.)
with heavy cloth, saltpetre, sixty cases of Enfield rifles, and a large cargo of other assorted articles...
34
The vessel and cargo are valued at $350,000 [more than £5
Turning to the list of known passengers, the Cumbria was under the command of a Captain
Morland,31 formerly second officer of the Cunard steamer Arabia. With him were a Mr Whiting and
a Mr Hepburn, the first and second officers. 34 Who else was on board?
We last left Daniel Lowber at Fort Warren in Boston harbour, about to be released on 10
January 1862. Did he really come to Britain, as he swore under oath he would do, not only to the
Union authorities, but also to Alexander Schultz when begging for his release?
Yes. The assiduous New York Superintend
15
board of the Steamer Etna
The equally
39
assiduous Thomas Dudley in Liverpool reported his arrival there on 23 January. (This surely means
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that Dudley had been asked to report
s arrival, which in turn suggests that the Union still
considered him a threat.)
Did Lowber then remain in Britain for the duration of the war, as he also swore under oath he
would do? No.
th
last, he sailed on the
Steamer Cumbria from Liverpool for Nassau, NP, in violation of his parole given Jany
9th 1862. He afterward sailed from Nassau on the same Steamer with the design of
breaking the blockade, but the Steamer was captured off Charleston SC on May 26 th.
After the capture, the conduct of Lowber was such as to make it necessary to separate
him from his fellow prisoners; he was transferred to the store ship Relief, and by her
brought to this port [New York], and delivered into my custody on the 10th day of
June 15
Lowber was then sent to New Orleans (by now in Union hands) on the steamer Marion,
escorted by New York police officer Robert King, on the orders of C P Wolcott, Assistant Secretary
of War.15 He probably arrived there in early July, and was delivered
into the personal custody of Major-General Benjamin Butler,
commanding the Union garrison at New Orleans. Despite a copious
briefing from New York on Lowb
precisely what to do with him. Accordingly, on 13 July 1862, he wrote
to Secretary of War Edwin Stanton as follows:
SIR: Will you have the kindness to send me a certified
copy of the parole given by Daniel C Lowber, of New Orleans,
who was released from Fort Warren, with instructions how to
dispose of him. He now seems to think that he has been sent
down here for the purpose of visiting his wife and is quite
Major-General Butler
indignant that I do not send him home to his family. 40
We do not know exactly what reply he received but, on 29 August, Butler committed Daniel
Lowber to prison at Fort Pickens, a military fort near Pensacola, Florida.41 For want of any evidence
that he was released, or did anything else during the Civil War, Lowber probably remained
incarcerated there for the duration.
And that, one might think, would be the end of the tale of the Cumbria. We know Daniel
Lowber has
has sailed on a
blockade runner, whether or not he was involved in its ownership or cargo, once again using the
name of his son-in-law, Henry Neill.
Relief
, who we know was indeed left aboard
the Relief.
One further fact suggests that while
this may be part of the truth it is not the
entire truth. On 27 June, there is a
newspaper report of the passengers coming
to Britain on the steamer City of New York,
arriving at Liverpool from New York, via
Queenstown in Ireland:
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LIST OF PASSENGERS:- The captain and eleven of the crew of the ss Stettin,
captured while running the blockade; the captain, fireman, and passenger from the
steamer Cambria [sic], also captured; and one distressed British seaman. Landed at
Queenstown:- Mr H M Neill, Miss D Neill
, Mr [sic] M L
42
Schultz
It is perhaps unwise in life to dismiss the possibility of outrageous coincidence. But surely it
cannot be a coincidence that Henry Neill has returned to England on the same steamer as some of
the crew of the ship he allegedly owned, a few weeks after its capture.
An explanation of the Cumbria
There are two further archives, available only in libraries, that I have yet to examine and
which may shed further light on the Cumbria
records and accounts of The
Silloth Bay Steam Navigation Company, preserved in Edinburgh, and the records of the Prize Court
of Philadelphia, preserved in that city as part of the National Archive. (The Cumbria was sent to
Philadelphia as prize after her capture.) For the moment, the information given here is all that
appears to exist. While it plainly does not permit a definitive conclusion to be drawn, I think it does
permit a tentative conclusion. In particular, there are two hooks within the newspaper reports on
which it seems permissible to hang a convincing explanation.
The first is
who is supposed to be either part owner or in some way interested in her cargo Unlike British
reports on the capture of other blockade runners, mostly lifted verbatim from American newspapers,
the reports on the Cumbria had additional material, clearly from British sources, apparently wellinformed. It is difficult to believe, taken in conjunction with the later passenger list, that Henry
Neill was not implicated, and given both the passenger list and the known fate of Daniel Lowber
impossible to believe that, on this occasion, Lowber used
name. Henry was personally
involved. But how was he involved?
The second hook is an apparently innocuous
Charleston
means that New Orleans was the intended destination of the Cumbria. (And may explain why the
pilot, perhaps used to New Orleans, made such a poor fist of navigating the entrance to Charleston
harbour, leading to
re.34) This destination is surprising, and it would have surprised
Thomas Dudley: he expected Charleston. For reasons of distance, of ease of navigation, of closeness
to the main Confederate armies that needed to be resupplied, almost all blockade runners went to a
North or South Carolinian port. However, in early 1862, there was a good reason for the Cumbria
to have been sent to New Orleans.
cotton exports left the country. It was vulnerable to a naval attack by the Union, and it was
inadequately defended especially the forts that guarded its harbours. With a Union naval force
amassing in the Gulf of Mexico from January 1862 onwards, it seems entirely likely, in fact
probable, that the Confederate Government would have wanted to rush arms to New Orleans for its
defence. And there plainly was an urgency to the Cumbria
She was advertised as offering a
passenger service for 31 March. Within 27 days maximum, she had been bought on behalf of the
Confederacy, refitted as a merchantman, supplied and crewed, and had sailed from Liverpool.
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It seems probable that Fraser, Trenholm did own the vessel. It is possibly significant that
James Dunwoody Bulloch returned to Liverpool after several months of briefings in Richmond, VA,
on 10 March 1862,43 and may have carried instructions to get arms to New Orleans immediately.
The Cumbria was owned in Carlisle, where Charles K Prioleau, the managing director of Fraser,
Trenholm, had a house.44 There is no firm evidence, but a picture begins to emerge of a hurried
Orleans. In any event, it is highly unlikely that Neill Brothers would have owned the ship for a
variety of reasons, not least a lack of money.
Under this scenario, it is at first sight surprising that the Cumbria stopped off at Nassau for
coaling. Other vessels bound for the Gulf of Mexico invariably called at Havana. However, the
Confederacy maintained an arsenal at Nassau so if, in the haste to sail, insufficient armaments had
been assembled in England, that could explain why Nassau was used. Henry Neill would not have
been involved in the arms consignment, whether in Liverpool or Nassau. Private individuals almost
never were. But h
or in the large cargo of other
assorted articles
Most successful blockade runners brought a cargo of cotton back to Liverpool. Later in the
war, Fraser, Trenholm imported and owned much of this cotton. It needed the cash or collateral to
had been relaxed. But, early in 1862, it was recent and in force. It might have been hard for a
company that was the official agent of the Confederate Government to flout the embargo openly.
In addition, the company lacked direct knowledge of the New Orleans market. On both counts,
Fraser, Trenholm might have wanted a third party to bring cotton back from New Orleans. There
was no one in Britain who knew more about the New Orleans cotton business than Henry Neill. I
believe that the need for the Cumbria to sail to
The probability must be that, while he may have had an interest in some of the outbound cargo, his
principal interest was in the return cargo. Although by now there was in theory no cotton in New
Orleans, there may have been some in practice or if not in New Orleans a short distance up the
Mississippi, or in Mobile, which Henry knew equally well.
The next question is whether William Neill was involved in the project, or even knew about
it. I feel certain that he was not involved, and would heartily have disapproved of it. Even if one
allows for the fact that Henry had no connection with the armaments, and that the Cumbria would
have carried them in any event, the fact remains that the entire voyage (even the return cargo of
cotton) was intended to give, and would have had the effect of giving, support to the Confederacy.
William Neill was a man of principle and a passionate abolitionist. His close friends in both America
and Britain were among the elite of abolitionist opinion. They would have been horrified at any
involvement on William
as, surely, would William himself. Since Henry could presumably
not have implicated Neill Brothers in the venture
believe that Neill Brothers was not involved and that Henry acted independently. Therefore the
was more precisely accurate than the report that referred to the
Cumbria
the property of Messrs Neill Brothers
If this was the case
Henry would surely have wanted to keep his
involvement in the Cumbria
achieved in Liverpool,
where his own acquaintances, and
, were everywhere. Henry could well have
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decided to sail from Britain to Nassau from a different port and on a different vessel. I therefore
amed _____
Cumbria at Nassau, was Henry
Neill. I doubt that Daniel Lowber had any direct involvement in the Cumbria
remains possible. He lived near New Orleans, and I suspect that Henry simply offered his father-inlaw the means of hitching a ride home.
On 18 April 1862, Flag Officer David Farragut of the
Union navy commenced the bombardment of the forts that
guarded the access to New Orleans. On 25 April, the city
surrendered. None of this would have been known in
Liverpool when the Cumbria sailed from there on 26 April.
All of it would have been known in Nassau when she arrived
there on 20 May.
likely soon to be open, the captain proceeded to
hing of a euphemism in the
circumstances.
If all this is roughly what happened, it would explain
everything, with one exception. Why did Henry Neill (if
_____
[to Charleston] rather
than be left there
point of him
Union fleet at New Orleans
being on board had now been negated. The onward journey
represented a substantial risk for no apparent purpose. Unlike Daniel Lowber, Henry was not
Henry might have hoped to secure a replacement cotton cargo in Charleston. He might have
had an interest in the outbound cargo. He might have wanted to make sure his father-in-law got
safely back. He might have wanted to see at first hand the effects of the Civil War on his beloved
cotton crop. He might have been caught up in the adrenalin of the moment. Any or all of these
things might have been true but, where Henry is concerned, it is always wise to assume that women
had some part to play. He seems to have had at least one mistress in the South immediately prior to
the Civil War, and he may have had children by one or more of them. (Ironically, until six months
earlier, one of the candidates had
Port Royal.) He may have planned to visit one or more of his mistresses, one or more of his
children, and have decided to continue the voyage for that reason. He may also have intended to
bring one or more daughter back with him from New Orleans a possibility explored in the piece
on The life and families of Henry Montgomery Neill.
What is indisputable is that, when he came back to England, he came with yet another
mistress, Mary Schultz. It is not known when Henry took up with Mary. It could not have been
before March 1860 at the earliest.11 I suspect it was not before the onset of the Civil War. In that
case, unless Henry had indeed been at Fishkill in August 1861, it is hard to see when it could have
been, until this moment. It is not impossible that, all his immediate plans in ruins, placed by the
Union on board a steamer for New York, Henry decided there and then to make the short journey
onwards to Fishkill and persuade Mary to come back to England with him. The two of them were
married a year later, on 29 July 1863, in New York.45
As with the earlier Lowber incident, Alexander Schultz showed an uncanny, if accidental,
knack of being entangled in an interesting family moment. On 7 April 1862, Britain and the US
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concluded a treaty in Washington, DC, for the suppression of the slave trade. The treaty then
were exchanged in London on 25 May 1862. The courier who took the treaty to and from London
was Alexander Schultz. He arrived in Liverpool by the Persia46 on an unknown date, but after the
Cumbria had put to sea. He left again on 26 May,46 the very day the ship was captured. He may
have been informed by Thomas Dudley in Liverpool of
involvement, and
47
that Daniel Lowber was a passenger. He arrived back in Washington on 6 June, where no doubt
William Seward told him of the capture of the Cumbria, along with Henry and his own brother-inlaw. Shortly after he got home to Fishkill (assuming he did return there), he would have found
Henry Neill on his doorstep, or in the house already, about to elope to England with his daughter.
That is the end of the known shenanigans, although given that the war still had nearly three
years to run it would not be surprising if there were more.
Cotton feast to cotton famine
The Neill Brothers circular of 15 July 1862 was a hymn of self-congratulation. They referred
their readers to their circular of a year earlier, repeated what they had said then, and pointed out
that they had been correct on every important issue.
This, indeed, was true. They had been right in saying that both North and South possessed
the means and the will to continue the war to the bitter end, and that it would not be over in one,
two or three months, as most commentators prophesied. They had been right in saying that Britain
would remain neutral, and would not intervene to break the blockade and ensure continued supplies
of cotton. They had been right in saying that, in consequence of this neutrality, and of the
blockade, and of the Confederacy s embargo on cotton, almost no American cotton would reach
Britain for the foreseeable future.
This was an impressive achievement, since the Neills were in a minority of supposedly
informed opinion on all three issues. One cannot blame them for blowing their own trumpet but,
and especially given the continuing uncertainty as to the duration and outcome of the war, it was
undeniably hubristic. The brothers, William especially, received their come-uppance before the war
was over.
Now that there was near universal acceptance in Britain of the three points that the Neills
had insisted upon, the entire emphasis of the cotton trade and of the Neill Brothers circulars
switched to the issue of how to cope with the utterly changed circumstances, and it stayed that way
until the war ended. Of the many thousands of words the Neills would write up to April 1865, few
dealt with the politics: they were mainly concerned with the minutiae of the cotton trade as it now
found itself.
was 457 million kilos.
largest
industries gone within one year, with no hope of its immediate return. Indexed on the high point of
93; 1862 42; 1863 47; 1864
51; 1865 67.18 Not until 1871 did consumption regain its pre-war level.
What could be done about it? Very little. In July 1862, the Neill circular complained that the
Yet
any significant preparation that could have been made would need to have been made decades
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earlier. The fault was in allowing one source to have achieved a virtual monopoly of
imports.
When that source dried up, there was no immediate way of replacing it. Tons of cotton were
not lying around the world waiting to be sent to Britain, or to anywhere. To put millions of acres of
land in other countries under cotton cultivation would be a project of decades, assuming it could be
accomplished at all, or accomplished profitably. Naturally, strenuous efforts were made, encouraged
by Neill Brothers, to increase imports from other sources and to develop new sources. This indeed
happened, but since America had 80% of the market when the war started, even large percentage
increases from some other sources made relatively little difference to the overall situation. This can
be seen from the consumption figures. The statistics for 1862 and 1865 were both skewed, for
different reasons, by American cotton. But if one compares British consumption in 1863 (230
million kilos) and 1864 (251 million kilos),18 the country managed to find 21 million kilos of extra
cotton in that year, which represented only about 5% of the cotton lost from America. (For the
record, about 87 million kilos of American cotton reached Britain through the blockade about
3½% of pre-war supplies.28)
The consequence was what became
known as the Lancashire cotton famine,
although it affected other parts of Britain
too. Almost all mills worked a much shorter
week. Many closed altogether. Tens of
thousands of people were thrown out of
work. Tens of thousands of families had an
1863, a quarter of the inhabitants of
Lancashire, more than 500,000 individuals,
48

Lancashire cotton famine

As the cotton industry attempted to
adapt to this catastrophe, scarcity of supply was not the only problem. Much of the cotton that
came from other countries was inferior in quality to American. It was also of a different staple (in
other words, length of fibre). Machinery was set up to work with a specific staple. Some machines
could be adapted to work with a different staple; others could not. Then there was the question of
price. As one would expect with such a drastic fall in volume, the price of cotton shot up. Mills that
relied on producing cheap finished products for the mass market struggled to find buyers for a more
expensive product.
In all this, there was an elephant in the room, and the elephant was America. If it had been the
case that American cotton was removed from the equation for ever, an utterly different, but stable,
market might soon have developed. But America was not removed from the equation for ever. At
some point, no one knew when, the war would end and American cotton would come back to the
market. Not perhaps in the same quantity as before, or not immediately, but in quite large enough
quantity to force prices down again. Every time the chance of peace seemed stronger, prices
tumbled in anticipation of higher volumes. Every time the chance of peace receded, prices rose. It
Once the impact of the war began to be felt in practice, the price of
cotton was not only generally high by historic standards, but highly volatile.
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One consequence was a drastic reduction in stocks held throughout the trade. The Neills
estimated that, in normal times, the gap between the first transaction (a British importer agreeing to
pay an American grower x pence a pound for his crop) to the last transaction (a British consumer
paying y shillings for a cotton garment in a shop) was about three years. They estimated (although
both estimates cannot have been much better than guesses) that this gap halved during the course
of the war. No one wanted to hold stock. No one wanted to buy stock, whether of raw cotton or of
finished goods, and find that a year later, or even a week later, the price was drastically lower.
So, while scarcity of supply was the first and the greatest problem, even when the market had
become used to its shrunken size, it continued to be bedevilled by volatile prices. Relative to the
reduced size of the market, stocks of raw cotton were often unusually high during the war. This in
turn meant that importers had neither the cash to develop new sources of supply, nor the
confidence in price stability to do so.
As best they could, the Neill circulars guided the
cotton trade through this hideously difficult minefield.
For a company whose expertise in the cotton crop lay
entirely in America, they had suddenly to become
experts in many far-flung parts of the world India,
China, Egypt, west Africa, South America, to name a few
of which they had no direct knowledge or personal
experience, and to produce accurate estimates of both
supply and price from these sources. As far as this rank
amateur can tell (and helped by the fact that the Neills
never failed to point out when they were proved right),
they performed this impossible task as well as can
reasonably have been expected.
They certainly never hesitated to go on the attack
against anyone who attacked them, or who made
predictions that they regarded as risible and dangerous.
William Mayne Neill
Their particular bête noire was The Times, and more
(unauthenticated)
especially its New York correspondent and the
extraordinary series of fictions
circular of 1 January
49
1865). Another target was an anonymous critic of theirs who called himself Veritas.
statements are merely an example, and not a very brilliant example, of the rule that figures may be
50

Right though the Neills may have been on the specific issues that they contested with their
critics, there is again a good deal of hubris in their statements, and the sense that they are riding for
a fall. The fall duly came.
The collapse of Neill Brothers
There is a great deal of information about Neill Brothers & Co that I do not currently have. I
am not entirely certain (although it seems overwhelmingly likely) that the British and American
companies were separate entities. If they were, I do not know how their shareholdings varied,
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although it seems that William and Henry were the only partners in the British company. Nor do I
know, pre-Civil War, how much of their income was derived from trading cotton and how much
from the circular, nor what proportion of each income source went into the respective pockets of
William and Henry Neill. Because of this ignorance, I cannot tell precisely how the Civil War
affected each brother individually.
The war must have reduced their income drastically by removing the trading element. But one
would have thought that income from the circular (which very probably rose during the war) should
still have enabled a profitable business, providing office expenses had been trimmed in line.
Whether the ensuing profit would have provided sufficient income for either brother is debatable.
There is no evidence that Henry did anything during the war to find new sources of income
unless, of course, he was regularly involved in blockade running. If he was connected with the
Cumbria, he could feasibly have been connected with other runs. If so, they were probably
successful. The nature of blockade running meant that only the failures were reported in any detail.
Had the Cumbria
little of the information above would be available.
William, on the other hand, was as active as ever. Between August 1863 and March 1864, he
was named as a director of no fewer than three new banks: the British and American Exchange
Banking Corporation, the Ottoman Financial Association Ltd and the Warrant Banking Company.
More to the point (and with fatal consequences), William put his money where his mouth was and,
sometime in late 1863, became involved with a new cotton production in Turkey.
factory, established by Messrs. Neill Brothers of London, ... was opened on Monday last, the 30th of
November, and being the first industrial enterprise of the kind in this part of Turkey, the event
excited considerable interest. 51 The Neill Brothers circular of 10 January 1864 stated that William
was in Turkey, presumably for the opening.
On 10 August 1864, the directors of the Cotton Supply Association held a dinner in
Manchester for the vice-president of the Imperial Cotton Commission of Anatolia. William Neill
attended the dinner and spoke at it:
through some of the cotton districts
of Turkey, and spoke very highly of the energy of the people. He was informed that
from 80,000 to 100,000 small bales of American cotton might be expected this next
season from Macedonia alone, and that this was the result of a few barrels of seed sent
out by the association some years ago. (Hear.) It was likely that the whole of Turkey
would this year export cotton to the value of twelve million sterling, which was equal to
52
about twoWith the high prices now obtaining, two-thirds of the value was nowhere near two-thirds of
the volume and, besides which, much of the export crop would go to countries other than Britain.
However, if attained, this would still have been a staggering achievement. It was not attained.
Everything began to unravel. Ci
kept back by the rains that no regular supply or quotations in the ports have yet been established 53
depression which has characterised the trade ever since the opening of the year, and the downward
54
course of prices
Worse still
Having gone so far out on a
limb, and been brilliantly vindicated, he stayed on that limb for longer than it could support him.
On 1 April 1865, the Neill brothers issued what was to be their last British circular
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impossibility of finding any basis of peace ... is taken into consideration ... the balance of
probability appears largely in favour of such a protraction of the struggle as President Lincoln ...
54

Eight days later, the Confederacy surrendered and the Civil War was over. Six days after that
came the first news that Neill Brothers & Co was suspended from trading in Britain.55
It is difficult to believe that, had the
brothers stuck to the circular during the
war, the firm would have gone bust. The
bankruptcy must have been caused by the
Turkish venture. Would William have
embarked on it had he not been convinced that the Civil War would drag on indefinitely? Surely
not. Was the failure in Turkey the result of (borrowed) investment in a plant that could not deliver,
or of the firm being caught holding sto
, but subsequent reports
suggested it was the latter. If so, that would be incredible: no one understood better than the Neills
the dangers of having an overpriced stock of cotton in those times, and no one understood better
the effect that the end of the war would have on prices. They had been pointing these things out to
the world for months. One is forced to conclude that Neill Brothers was broken by the very factor
that had made its reputation a few years earlier: Wil
the duration of the war.
I am sorry to say that there were probably quite a few people in Liverpool, Manchester and
London who derived satisfaction from the demise of Neill Brothers. The Levant Herald felt
differently, in this otherwise grossly inaccurate report:
has only the most shadowy foundation. The very latest advices state that the temporary
difficulty occasioned to this eminent firm by the recent panic fall in cotton has been
tidied over, the confidence and sympathy of their connections enabling Messrs Neill,
Brothers, & Co to meet the pressure in a manner which has left their high credit
unimpaired. Were it otherwise, the fact would be a real misfortune for cotton culture in
the Levant, which owes more to the generous enterprise of this one firm than to half
56

The next Neill Brothers circular did not appear until 24 October 1865, and it was issued from
New York.
Aftermath
On 18 September 1865, five days after the registration of the Neill Brothers bankruptcy in
London, the SS City of Boston docked at New York. On its passenger list, apparently travelling
together, were: C M Todd, H M Neill, Mary Neill,
Jane Neill, Agnes Neill, John Neill (infant), Thomas
Neill (infant) and Mary Schultz. (Also on board was
William and
-in-law, Charles Loring
Brace.)8
By now, Henry Neill had married Mary Schultz,
so she was presumably the Mary Neill on the list. The
Mary
Schultz seems to
SS City of Boston
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have been a sister of hers, although I can otherwise find no trace of her. C M Todd was Chas Todd,
employee and later a director of Neill Brothers in America. But what about the children? Mary had
borne Henry two sons in the previous 14 or so months, and they must have been the two infants on
board. But their names were Edward and Hamilton, not John and Thomas. Why the deception, if
had become a
fashionable slang term in Britain for a penis.) If so, it raises interesting questions as to who were Jane
and Agnes Neill, aged 4 and 2. Was Henry their father too? Who was their mother? Where was
she? Were these their real names, and ages? As with almost any issue one investigates concerning
Henry, the truth dissolves into clouds of murkiness.
At any rate, it was a traumatic return to Fishkill for Henry and Mary. A fortnight after landing,
mother, Margaret Schultz, died there.
VANS, wife of Capt. ALEXANDER H SCHULTZ, died at Fishkill
on Sunday night, of congestive fever. Though for many years in delicate health, the
deceased lady had a few days of illness so serious as to occasion apprehension... Mrs
SCHULTZ was more than an ordinary mother, for she was, in the broadest sense, the
mother of orphans, nurturing, cherishing and loving them as she did her own children.
Two daughters, arriving from England but a few days since, had the satisfaction, by their
57
presence and a
Three weeks later,
baby son Hamilton died, also at Fishkill. 58 Less than two years later,
on 30 April 1867, Alexander Schultz died in
Of a warm and impulsive nature the
death of his wife greatly affected his health and spirits, and no doubt hastened his own end. He
2

William Neill, by now in London, remained there with his wife Susan. The bankruptcy was
his second, but his last. Thereafter, his entrepreneurial instincts were utilised more profitably,
including a renewed but more distant, in every sense partnership with Henry, and a resuscitated
Neill Brothers in London. He died in 1913.
It would be interesting to know what political activities William was involved in during the
deepest
ivil War are an
inventory of meetings with prominent abolitionists in New York and Boston. He knew most of the
leading British abolitionists too and, with his penchant for meeting famous people, one would think
that he would have both sought and obtained introductions to people like Thomas Dudley and
Charles Adams. I remain intrigued by his meeting with Alexander Schultz in Liverpool in August
1861, and by his desire
spy network.
Henry Neill remained in America until his death in 1906, although he never took citizenship.
According to his New York Times obituary, he was reputed
greatest cotton
59
He and Mary lived in New Orleans, where Mary became a
prominent local artist.
In researching this piece, I have become rather fond of Daniel C Lowber. He seems to have
been a thoroughgoing rascal, with opinions that now seem reprehensible, but there is an
irrepressible quality to him that is admirable. I think he must have had a great deal of charm too:
enough to charm Alexander Schultz into befriending and promoting him, enough to charm the
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whole Schultz family circle, enough to charm who knows how many people during his Civil War
escapades, and perhaps enough
William Neill, but William was a stern moralist and, whatever else he was, Daniel Lowber was not
that
that I shall be passing Xmas day here alone absolutely. H[enr]y is going to Mandeville to visit the
11
Lowbers & thinks it wd not pay for me
9

He i
of the Civil War, now aged about 58

and, after the traumas
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By now, wire was his business. He left New Orleans, possibly following the death of his wife,
and from 1872 until his own death is shown as a wire merchant in New York, the city of his birth,
living first at 33 Washington Square and then at 220 West Street.61 He may also have remarried. A
Daniel C Lober [sic] and his wife Jane are shown arriving in New York from Liverpool and
Queenstown on 2 October 1871.8 Lowber was Irish by origin, so may have been taking his new wife
back to meet his old family.
Daniel died in New York on 2 October 1879.62

Jim Powell, 11 October 2013
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